Introducing

NEW

Revolutionise the way you work
with the world’s fastest tripod legs
flowtech 75 is a revolutionary set of two-stage
carbon fibre tripod legs with a removable
mid-level spreader, rubber feet and a
payload capacity of 20 kg (44 lb).
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Unique quick release brakes: 				
Deploy and adjust your tripod in an instant
New ergonomic carbon fibre leg design: 		
Easy to transport and exceptional torsional stiffness
Versatile hinge lock mechanism: 			
Capture extremely low and high shots
Extensive endurance and 				
environmental testing: 				
Superior performance and reliability

Sachtler
A Vitec Group brand

Evolving tripod technology

flowtech-tripod.com

Camera fitting

Weight

Payload range

System Ace XL FT 75

System FSB 4 FT MS

System FSB 6 FT MS

System FSB 8 FT MS

1017

0395

0495 (FSB 6) | 0465 (FSB6 T)

0795 (FSB 8) | 0765 (FSB8 T)

2 - 8 kg / 4.4 - 17.6 lb

0 - 4 kg / 0 - 8.8 lb

1.5 - 8 kg / 3.3 - 17.6 lb

1 - 10 kg / 2.2 - 22 lb

Slide in

Sideload S

Sideload S / Touch & Go S

Sideload S / Touch & Go S

4.8 kg / 10.6 lb

5.8 kg / 12.8 lb

FSB 6 - 6 kg / 13.2 lb
FSB 6 T - 6.1 kg / 13.4 lb

FSB 8 - 6.1 kg / 13.4 lb
FSB 8 T - 6.2 kg / 13.7 lb

Presenting flowtech™ 75, a versatile, lightweight tripod that
is easier and faster to deploy and adjust than any other tripod.
Performance tested in extreme conditions, flowtech™ 75 is a
revolution in tripod technology, giving the camera operator
ultimate versatility and improving their work-flow. Try it and join
the revolution.

flowtech 75 MS
2-stage carbon fibre tripod
with quick release brakes,
mid-level spreader FT and
rubber feet FT

Transport
length
68 cm
(26.7 in)

Tripod
bowl
75mm

Payload
20 kg (44 lb)

Material
Carbon fibre

Height range
min/max

Spreaderless
mode
Height range
min/max

26 - 153 cm
(10.2 - 60.2 in)

Mid-level
spreader

63 - 157 cm
(24.8 - 61.8 in)
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